II.
A METHOD OF GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SUBSTANCES BY
MEANS OF SURFACES.
[TraflSaClions of 1M Oonnecticut Academy, II. pp. 382-404, Dec. 1873.]
THE leading thermodynamic properties of a fluid are determined

by the relations which exist between the volume, pressure, temperature, energy, and entropy of a given mass of the fluid in a state of
thermodynamic equilibrium. The same is true of a solid in regard
to those properties which it exhibits in processes in which the
pressure is the same in every direction about any point of the solid.
But all the relations existing between these five quantities for any
substance (three independent relations) may be deduced from the
single relation existing for that substance between the volume, energy,
and entropy. This may be done by means of the general equation,

that is,

de=td1/-pdv,
( de) <: '0'\
p= ~dV
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where 11, p, t, e, and 1/ denote severally the volume, pressure, absolute
temperature, energy, and entropy of the body considered. The submpt letter after the differential coefficient indicates the quantity
which is supposed constant in the differentiation.

&preaemation of Volume, Entropy, Energy, Pre88'Ure, and

Tt:mperatwre.
Now the relation between the volume, entropy, and energy may
be represented by a surface, most simply if the rectangular coordinates of the various points of the surface are made equal to the
volume, entropy, and energy of the body in its various states. It
may be interesting to examine the properties of such a surface, which
• 'or the demcmatration of thia equation, and in regard to the unite uaed in the
. . . .nllMDt of the q1l&Dtitil!l, the reader ill referred to page 2-
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REPRlSBNTATlON BY SURFACES OF THE

we will call the thermodynamic eurface of the body for which it •
fonned.To fix our ideM, let the axes of v, 1/, and , have the direct.icol
118ually given to the axee of X, Y, and Z (v increasing to the right.
" forward, and , upward). Then the preMure and temperature of
the state represented by any point of the surface are equal to tht
tangenta of the inelinatioD8 of the surface to the horU.oo at ~
point, &8 measured in planes perpendicular to the ax88 of " and of r
respectively. (Eqs.! and 3.) It must be observed, howe\'er, that
in the fint ease the angle of indination is measured upward from
the direction of dtcreasing v, and in the 8eCOnd, upward from tJk.
direetion of if&C7'taBing 1/. Hence, the tangent plane at any pain'
indicates the temperature and pressure of the state reprefiented. It
will be convenient to speak of a plane &8 representing a et'r1aiD
Pl'e88ure and temperature, when the tangenta of ita indinatiooa tlJ
'he horizon, measured &8 above, are equal to that pl"e88Ul'e aDd
temperature.
Before proeeediag farther, it may be worth while to distingui.~
between what is essential and what is arbitrary in a surfaee thus
formed. The position of the plane v=O in the surface ill c\'idcntiy
fixed, but the position of 'the planes ,,-0, .=0 i. arbitrary, prot"ided
the direc;tion of the axes of 1/ and , be not altered. This results from
the nature of the definitions of entropy and energy, which in\'''!,""
for any
each an arbitrary constant. As \\'e may make II=:0 and
state of the body which we may ehoose, we may plaee the origin of
co-ordinates at any point in the plane v = O. Again, it is endeD,
from the form of equation (1) that whatever ehanges we mal make in
the unita in which volume, entropy, and energy are measured, it wi:'
always be possible to make such ehangeR in the unita of temperatllft
and pres.",ure, that the C(luation will hold true in ita Pre8eDt form.
without the introduction of eonstAntH. It is easy to MOO how • e~~
of 'the unitH of volume, entropy, And energy would affect the surface.
The projections parallel to anyone of the axes of distanCftl betWt'Ol'll
pointa of the surface would be changt.'<i in the ratio itl\'en1e to thal
in which the corresponding unit had been cbanged. Theee ClODaide rations enable 118 to foresee to a certain exkot the nature of the
general properties of the surface which we are to inve.'ltigate. 'nkoy

.-0

- Prol_r J. ThOlll8OD baa pro.-ed aod ued a IUrface in wlalch &be oo-ord....
an proportioaal to tit. yol_, p~re, and temperatare 01 tile bod,. (~. ..,.
Soc., Noy. 18, urn, vol. n, p.. I; and PAil. Ma,g., vol. xliii, p.. m.) h II ..w-...
boweYar. &Iaa~ tlte ...latioo bet_ tit. volam., ..-.... and ...peratan . . . . e
... compl.te bo_ledp 01 the ptvpertiee 01 ~b. bod, tIaaD tlte rel.aLioD W __
\'018_,
ud eD.I'Q'. For, wbile tit. lormer relauon ill entirel, ~.,
dw lan., and caD be deriYed fl'Olll 1& by diJl'....n&iatioD, ~he latter reIa&iaa '- bJ_
deWlDlaecl
tit. , _ .
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THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SUBSTANCES.

must be such, namely, as shall not be affected by any of the changes
mentioned above. For example, we may find properties which concern
the plane v=O (as that the whole surface must necessarily fall on the
positive side of this plane), but we must not expect to find properties
which concern the planes 'I = 0, or e = 0, in distinction from others
.-rallel to them. It may be added that, as the volume, entropy, and
energy of a body are equal to the sums of the volumes, entropies, and
energies of its parts, if the surface should be constructed for bodies
differing in quantity but not in kind of matter, the different surfaces
thus fonned would be similar to one another, their linear dimensions
being proportional to the quantities of matter.

Natuf'e of tJw.t Part

0/ the Sur/acs which represents StateB which are
not Hwwgem0'U8.

This mode of representation of the volume, entropy, energy, pressure,
and temperature of a body will apply as well to the case in which
different portions of the body are in different states (supposing always
that the whole is in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium), as to that
in which the body is uniform in state throughout. For the body
taken 88 a whole has a definite volume, entropy, and energy, as well
18 pressure and temperature, and the validity of the general equation
(1) is independent of the uniformity or diversity in respeet to state
of the different portions of the body.... It is evident, therefore, that
fIt it, however, IUPpoaed in this equation thr.t the variatioUl in the Itr.te of the
body, to which dll, d", and tk refer, are lIuch .. may be produced rtoer8ibly by upr.u·
lion and compreaaion or by addition and nbtraction of heat. Henoe, when the body
COIIIiata of parte in dilferent ltates, it is n8C8llllU')' thr.t theee ltates should be nch ..
_ pill either into the other without eeoaible chr.oge of preeaure or temperature.
OlbmrUe, it would be n_ry to IUPpoee in the differentir.l equr.tion (1) thr.t the
tnPortioo in which the body il divided into the different .tates remaiua CODItant.
Bat ncb a limitation would render the equation .. applied to a compound of different
atat.ea 9r.lae1C111 for our present purpoae. If, however, we leave out of a.ccount the
- . in which we regard the ltates .. chemically different from one another, which
lie beyond the IOOpe of this paper, experienoe julltUiCl 11.11 in aunming the r.bove con·
dition (that either of the two ltatel existing in contact can pall into the other without
....ble change of the preeaure or temperature), .. ali leut approximately true, when
_ of the Itr.tes is flnid. But if both are IOlid, the n808leary mobility of the parte il
wu\iDg. It mtllt therefore be undentood, that the following diac1l.lllion of the com·
poaIIIlllatei il not intended to apply without limitation to the exoeptionaJ cuee, where
.. ha~e two different IOlid Itr.tCB of the I&me nbitanoe at the lame preeaare and
'-perature. It may be added that the thermodynamic eqni1ihrium whioh Dbeiatl
_ _ two noh IOlid ltatel of the I&me IUhltance dilfen from thr.t which Inbeiatl
wbea ODe of the Itr.tes is fluid, very much .. in Itr.tica an eqni1ibrium which 11 main·
t.Iioed by friction differs from thr.t of a frictionlCIII machine in which the active forcea
In 10 br.laooed, that; the IlightCBt change of foroe will produoe motion in either
diNctioo..
ADother limitation 11 read.red ~ by the fact thr.t in the following diecu.ion
. . a.goitude ud form of the bounding and dividing Inrfacel are left out of aooollDt;

,.
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the thermodynamic surface, for many substances at least, can be
divided into two parts, of which one represents the homogeneous
states, the other those which are not so. We shall see that, when
the former part of the surface is given, the latter can readily be
formed, as indeed we might expect. We may therefore call the
former part the primitive surface, and the latter the derived surface.
To ascertain the nature of the derived surface and its relations to
the primitive surface sufficiently to construct it when the latter is
given, it is only necessary to use the principle that the volume,
entropy, and energy of the whole body are equal to the sums of the
volumes, entropies, and energies respectively of the parts. while the
pressure and temperature of the whole are the same as those of each
of the parts. Let us commence with the case in which the body is
in part solid, in part liquid, and in part vapor. The position of the
point determined by the volume, entropy, and energy of such a compound will be that of the center of gravity of masses proportioned
to the masses of solid, liquid, and vapor placed at the three points of
the primitive sutface which represent respectively the states of complete solidity, complete liquidity, and complete vaporization, each at
the temperature and pressure of the compound. Hence, the part of
the surface which represents a compound of solid, liquid, and vapor is
a plane triangle, having its vertices at the points mentioned. The
fact that the surface is here plane indicates that the pressure and
temperature are here constant, the inclination of the plane indicating
the value of these quantities. Moreover, as these values are the same
for the compound as for the three different homogeneous states corresponding to its different portions, the plane of the triangle is
tangent at each of its vertices to the primitive surface, viz: at one
vertex to that part of the primitive surface which represents solid, at
another to the part representing liquid, and at the third to the part
representing vapor.
When the body consists of a compound of two different homogeneous states, the point which represents the compound state will be
at the center of gravity of m8B8es proportioned to the masses of the
parts of the body in the two different states and placed at the points
of the primitive surface which represent these two states (i.e., which
represent the volume, entropy, li.nd energy of the body, if its whole
mass were supposed successively in the two homogeneous states which
occur in its parts). It will therefore be found upon the straight line
that the l'8Iulti are in general Btrictly valid only in cuee in which the inflnence
of theBe particular. may be neglected. When, therefore, two Btatle of the BUbatanoe
are .poken of ... in contact, it must be undentood that the BUrface dividing them
is plane. To lOuder the .ubject in a more general form, it would be nBCellll&ry to
introduce couaideratioDB which belong to the theariea of capillarity and cryatalliza.tion.
10
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THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIK8 OF SUBSTANCES.

which unites these two points. As the pressure and temperature are
evidently constant for this line, a single plane can be tangent to the
derived surface throughout this line and at each end of the line tangent to the primitive surface.* H we now imagine the temperature
and pressure of the compound to vary, the two points of the primitive
mriace, the line in the derived surface uniting them, and the tangent
• It ill here shown that, if two dift'erent states of &he ..w.taace an: .ada tllM &hey
exist permaaeutly in contact witll each otlaer, &he points ~UDg tlleee . . . .
ill the thermodynamic aorface have a _
taogmt p1aDe. We sh&Il _ benaftar
&IIat the eooverae of thia is troe,-tll&t, if two points in &he tlaenDod~ mrfaee .....
a OOIDmoo taogeot plane, the !ltates repreaeated an: aach .. C&D ~ aia ill
_tact; aod we ahall &lao _ WMt detenoiDa tile diremaa of &he cIiIcoDtm_
chaqe which oocon when two cWfereot !Ita_ of tbe _
. . - . aud ' - , . . . - . .
for _
which
taDgeat pIaae ill DO$ wtirfied, an: braqId iJdo
_
t. the _dition of • _
ClU

-tia-.

b ill euy to e:KpreM thil coadidoD aMlytically. B.»hiDg R iJdo &be
&hat the tangent pJaDe. ahall be parallel. uul tbU they .-n .. &be ail of • at ....
lime poiDt, we Mve the eq. . . . .
(-)

CM
.'-f.+tI"=c"-f't/'+tI'rI',

h)

. . . tlae !etten which refer to the clitferaR _ _ . . didiopiIbed by ___
&bin .... three .tea which CUl eDA in -act, we ......... for &a.- - - .

U

tI=tI'=p".
f= f'=fH•
c' - (.,' +tI" =c" - fIt/' +tI'''' =c''' - f"." +tI"'''''.
'1'IIeee rMalta are interelltmg... theJ Ibow _ bow we IIIiP' ' - ........... Aro
pYa I&ata. of a 1IDt.tau. of the _ ..-re uul ~ CUl 01' CIIIIDII$ ..u.
ill _*'- It is indeed tn1e. that the val_ of • aud ., CIIIIDII$ lib tbme of _, P. aIIIl ,

he ~ by mere _ t a apoD the ...w.- while ill &be two atatea ill
It is ..-ry. in order to find &be val.. of c" - c' 01' t/' -., to t:aWJ " '
- . - t a apoD a p~ by which the ......... ill broaPt from _ .... to the
other. ht IAilIIUd !lOt be by II prOCUI ill tMid de ,., , - . ..,.. . . be f-- ill _
lad, toDd in _ _ at I. . it may be doae by pre! C.1111 ill which &be body ~
ahra,. ~ in aWe. "or we bow by the e~ of Dr. ADdnwa,
PfIiL. rr-., vol 159, p. 575. tll&t carboDic acid may be curled from any of &be
ItataI which we aaally call liqaid to any of tJM.e which we ......ny .n .... witboat
Iaag ita bomogmeity. Now, if we bad eo curled it from a .... of liqaidity to a

q___

..... fIl gu of the __ prewore aDd temperamre. ..tiDg &be proper _11D8IIta
ill tba . . - . we .boald be able to foretell w.t woald occar if th.e two !ltatea of
tile aabItuace ahoald be brought topther,-whether flYaporatioD woald take pa-,OI'
eoM-*ioa. or whether they woold remain IIDCba.aged ill -tact,-ttboap we bad
WfIr _
the pheDoIMooD of the coeDateooe of tb.a two - - . 01' of any oUIer two
....... fIl tllie IIDbdaace.
lqaa&ioD h) may be pat in a form in which ita validity Ia at _
manifest for t.wo
..... which CUl paw either into the other at a coutUIt ..-re aDd temperatare.
U we pat tI aud f fOl' the eqai....t P' uul t', the eqaatiCID may be writMD

e- - e' =( (".. - .,1- p' (11" -

").

-erg,

~ta the cWfereooe of
in tlw
""' Ita.... aDd the two terms OD the riPt repreMIlt lleYerally the h_t receiTed and

BIn &he left hand _mber of tile eq..tion
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plane will change their positions, maintaining the aforellaid relatic.a
We may conceive of the motion of the tangent plane lUI produ~ by
rolling upon the primitive surface, while tangent W it in two poilm
and lUI it is aI80 tangent W the derived surface in the linea ~
these points, it i.e evident that the latter is a developable IIUf'&cr
and forms a part of the envelop of the 8uccesaive positions of thr
rolling plane. We shall see hereafter that the form of the primitin
8urface i.e such that the double tangent plane does not. cut it, eo
that thi.e rolling i.e phY8ically possible.
From theae relations may be deduced by simple geomet.rical
consideration8 one of the principal propositions in regard to IIOdl
compounds. Let the tangent plane wuch the pri.
A'
mitive 8urface at the two points L and \" (fig. I)
A
which, w fix our ideaa, we may suppo&e to represent liquid and vapor j let planea pass thruogh
these points perpendicular to the axeft of t· aod ,
Cl--~-
v respectively, intersecting in the line AB, which
B
will be parallel W the axi.e of f. Let the ~Dl
L
plane cut this line at A, and let LB and ,oC be
"c.L
drawn at right angles to AB and parallel to tbf.
axes of " and tI. Now the pressure and temperature represented by
the tangent plane are evidently

~ and ~

respectively, and if we

BUppose the tangent plane in rolling upon the primith·e aurf.ee tv
tum about its instantaneous axis LV an infinitely small angle, N)
W meet AB in A', dp and dt will be equal to ~~: and t~
respectively. Therefore,
dp BL ,,-,,'
dt - Cv ='I! - to"
where v' and II' denote t.he volume and entropy for the point L
and v" and r( those for the point V. If we substitute for ,._,

lUI

its equivalent

·

aquat Ion

l' (r denoting the heat of vaporization), we have tht

. . .. __ 1

In

Its

WluaI

~
dp
lorm, dt

=,--.--v').
r

(t/

&be .ork dOD• •beD \be bod, . . . . from ODe ..... to the o&her. The . . . . . . -1
iatetntiOD.
h ia .ell kDowa that . . . . &be
t . heial botb bid _ t iD • C1II'Yed - -•

.a.o be cIerl"ecI a& ODoe &om &be paenl equatiOD III

'.0 ....

........ ofl.)·......

b,

".-p'=rG+:)

.ben r aad " an &be radii of &be priDcipal owntune of the..rtaee of _lad a& . . ,
poiD' lpomtly., if dae OODcant, ia toward the _
to .bleb p. rei....), ud
.w
ia oaUed \be ~ ICIUioL BquatiOD (If), bo_..,., boIcbi aood for ..cia ~ ...
it milb,
be pIOHd &baa \be _
ia true of equatloa h). III o&W . . . . . . . . .' ...... for \be poIDt. ill \be tbenaod,DAIDIo ..rr- ,...-ti.DJ

r•

...u,

* ,_ .....

• '*,....".0 ..... _ ....
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Properties of 1M 8wrface relating to Stability of Thermody'1W.mic
Equilihriwm.
We will now tum our attention to the geometrical properties of
the surface, which indicate whether the thermodynamic equilibrium
of the body is stable, unstable, or neutral This will involve the
consideration, to a certain extent, of the nature of the processes which
take place when equilibrium does not subsist. We will suppose the
body placed in a medium of constant pressure and temperature; but
&8, when the pressure or temperature of the body at its surface differs
from that of the medium, the immediate contact of the two is hardly
coosistent with the continuance of the initial pressure and temperature
of the medium, both of which we desire to suppose constant, we will
suppose the body separated from the medium by an envelop which
will yield to the smallest differences of pressure between the two, but
which can only yield very gradually, and which is also a very poor
conductor of heat. It will be convenient and allowable for the purpoees of reasoning to limit its properties to those mentioned, and to
suppose that it does not occupy any space, or absorb any heat except
what it transmits, i.e., to make its volume and its specific heat o. By
the intervention of such an envelop, we may suppose the action of the
body upon the medium to be 80 retarded as not sensibly to disturb
the uniformity of pressure and temperature in the latter.
When the body is not in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, its
state is not one of those which are represented by our surface. The
body, however, as a whole has a certain volume, entropy, and energy.
which are equal to the sums of the volumes, etc., of its parts... If,
then, we suppose points endowed with mass proportional to the
III&88e8 of the various parts of the body, which are in different thermodynamic states, placed in the positions determined by the states
and motions of these parts, (i.e., 80 placed that their co-ordinates are
equal to the volume, entropy, and energy of the whole body supposed
IUceessively in the same states and endowed with the same velocities
18 the different parts), the center of gravity of such points thus
plaeed will evidently represent by its co-ordinates the volume, entropy.
and energy of the whole body. If all parts of the body are at rest,
the point representing its volume, entropy, and energy will be the
center of gravity of a number of points upon the primitive surface.
The effect of motion in the parts of the body will be to move the
corresponding points parallel to the axis of f. a distance equal in
eaeh case to the vi8 mva of the whole body, if endowed with the
• AI the di.callioa ia to r.pply to _
in which &h. parte of &he body .... iD (MUible)
- - . it Ie ~ to debe th. _
iD which the word ...", ia to be ued. W.
wiD aM the word .. _tditIg lAc N ... o/......w. ~

t
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velocity of the part repreeented ;-the center of gravity of poima
thos detennined will give the volume, entropy, and energy of the
whole body.
Now let os suppose that the body having the initial volu~.
entropy, and energy, v', ,,', and f', is placed (enclO8ed in an en\'elop M
aforesaid) in a medium having the coostant pre&8Ure P and temperature T, and by the action of the medium and the interaction of iu
own parts comes to a final 8tate of rest in whicb its volume. etc.. are
tI, ,,', ";-we wish to find a relation between these qnantitiea. If
we regard, as we may, the medium as a very large body. 80 that
imparting heat to it or compressing it within moderate limits .ill
have no appreciable effect upon its pressure and temperature. aod
write V, H, and E, for its volume, entropy, and energy, equatioo (I)
OOoomM
dE-TdH-Pd~
which we may integrate regarding P and T &8 constanta, obtaining

E" -E' - TH" - TH' -PV' +PV',
(a)
where E', E", etc., refer to the initial and final states of the medium.
Again, &8 the sum of the energiM of the body and the 8UlTOODdiDc
medium may OOoome leas, but cannot OOoome greater (this arieea fro.
the nature of the envelop auppoeed), we have
~ +E"!5. f' +E'.
(6)
Again &8 the sum of the entropiM may increase but ~ diminiM
Lutiy, it is evident that

,,+B':> ,,'+B'.

(e)

tI' + V" ... tl + V'.

(cl)

'l'beee four equations may be arranged with alight changee

&8

foiloWl :

-BH+TH"-PV"_ -E'+TH'-PY'
~

+ E" :.: t' + E'

- T,," - TH"!5. - T,,' - TB'

PtI' +PY" ... Pv' +PV'.
By addition we have
~-

Trt + Pv" ;; f' - 'l'rl +Pv'.

(d

Now the two members of this equation evidently denote the v~
distancee of the points (t", ,,", f") and (v'. ,,', f') above the plane ~
ing through the origin and repreRenting the pl'e8tlure P and temperature T. And the equation expl'e8lle8 that the ultimate distance is l_
or at most equal to the initial. It is evidently immaterial wbeth«
the difltancee be meuured vertically or nonnally, or that the bed
plane representing P and T should paM through the origin; bat.
dilltancee most be conaidered negative wben measured (rom a point.
below the plane.
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It is evident that the sign of inequality holds in (e) if it holds in
either (b) or (c), therefore, it holds in (e) if there are any differeoees
of pressure or temperature between the different parts of the body
or between the body and the medium, or if any part of the body has
lleD8ible motion. (In the latter case. there would be an increase of
entropy due to the conversion of this motion into heat.) But even if
the body is initially without sensible motion and has throughout t.he
llame preesure and temperature &8 the medium, the sign < will still
hold if different parts of the body are in states represented by pointa
in the thermodynamic surface at different distances from the fixed
plane representing P and T. For it certainly holds if such initial
eireumstanees are followed by differences of pre881ll'e or temperature.
or by sensible velocities. Again, the sign of inequality would neceeearily hold if one part of the body shonld pass, without producing
cb&nges of pressure or temperature or sensible velocities, into the
aWe of another part represented by a point not at the aame distauce
from the fixed plane representing P and T. But these are the only
IlUppositiODS possible in the eaae, unless we suppose that equilibrium
IAlbsists, which would require that the pointa in question should have
a common tangent plane (page 37), whereas by supposition the planes
tangent at the different pointa are parallel but not identieal.
The resulta of the preceding paragraph may be summed up as
foUows:-Unless the body is initially without sensible motim, and
ita state, if homogeneous, is such &8 is represented by a point in the
primitive surface where the tangent plane is parallel to the fixed plane
representing P and T, or, if the body is not homogeneous in state.
anleee the pointa in the primitive 8urface representing the states of
itIJ parts have a common tangent plane parallel to the fixed plane
representing P and T, such changes will el1811e that the distance
of the point representing the volume, entropy, and energy of the
body from that fixed plane will be diminished (distances being considered negative if measured from pointa beneath the plane). Let
118 apply this rean1t to the question of the stability of the body when
IAllrOllIlded, &8 supposed, by a medium of constant temperature and
pree81U'e.

The state of the body in equilibrium will be represented by a point
in the thermodynamic surface, and &8 the pressure and temperature of
the body are the same &8 those of the surrounding medium, we may
take the tangent plane at that point &8 the fixed plane representing
P and T. If the body is not homogeneous in state, although in
equilibrium, we may, for the purposes of this di.ecosaion of stability,
either take a point in the derived surface &8 representing ita state, or
we may take the pointe in the primitive surface which represent the
IWes of the different parte of the body. These pointa, &8 we have
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Been (page 37), have a common tangent plane, which is idenUeaJ wUh
the tangent plane for the point in the derived surface.
Now, if the form of the surface be such that it falls above the taDgent plane except at the single point of contaet, the equilibrium is
necessarily stable; for if the condition of the body be slightly altered.
either by imparting sensible motion to any part of the body, or by
slightly changing the state of any part, or by bringing any smal.I
part into any other thermodynamic state whatever, or in all of ~
ways, the point representing the volume, entropy, and energy of the
whole body will then occupy a position (Wove the original ~
plane, and the proposition above enunciated show!! that pl"OCe!llM
will ensue which will diminish the distance of this point from that
plane, and that such processes cannot cease until the body is brought
back into its original condition, when they will nece88&riJy cease OD
account of the form supposed of the surface.
On the other hand, if the surface have such a form that any pat
of it falls below the fixed tangent plaue, the equilibrium will bt
nnstable. For it will evidently be possible by a slight change in the
original condition of the body (that of equilibrium with the sul'T'OODd·
iog medium and represented by the point or points of conted) to
bring the point representing the volume, entropy, and energy of the
body into a position below the fixed tangent plane, in which cue we
Bee by the above proposition that processes will occur Vo'hich will
carry the point still farther from the plane. and that such proceae
cannot cease until all the body has passed into BOme state entirely
different from its original stak.
It remain!! to col18id"r the ease in which the surface. although it
does not anywhere fall below the fixed tangent plane, neverthel.
meets the plane in more than one point. The equilibrium in &his
ease, as we might anticipate from iUt intermediate character bet WeeD
th" cases already considered. iK neutral. For if any part of the
body be changed from iUt original state into that repreeent.l by
another point in the thermodynamic surface lying in the 8&Dl~ taDgent plane, equilibrium will still !!ubMist. For the supposition ill
regard to the form of the surface implie.'i that uniformity in t('mpe....
tUN and preliSure still subKiHUt. nor can the body have any nt.~
tendency to paM eutirely into the second state or to return into tht
original state, for a chan,." of the \'alues of T and P Il"ss than aDJ
&l!Hignable quantity would evidently be sufficient to re\'cne s~h •
t.end'·llcy if any such exisk-d. &8 either point at will could by sueh aD
in6niu·simal variation of T and P be made the nearer to the pIaDt
n-pfe8enting T and P.
It mwrt. be obtie"ed that in the ease where the thermodynamit
lIW"face at a Ct'rtain point is coneave upward in both ita priDeipal
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curvatures, but somewhere falls below the tangent plane drawn
through that point, the equilibrium although unstable in regard to
discontinUOUB changes of state is stable in regard to continuoUB
ebanges, 88 appears on restricting the test of stability to the vicinity
of the point in question; that is, if we suppose a body to be in a state
represented by such a point, although the equilibrium would show
itself unstable if we should introduce into the body a small portion
of the same substance in one of the states represented by points
below the tangent plane, yet if the conditions necessary for such a
di8continuous change are not present, the equilibrium would be
stable. A familiar example of this is afforded by liquid water when
heated at any pressure above the temperature of boiling water at
that pressure.•

Luding Features of the Thermodynamic Surface lor Sttb8tam.cu
which tak the 10'I7n8 01 Solid, hiquid, aM Vapor.

We are now prepared to form an idea of the general character of
the primitive and derived surfaces and their mutual relations for a
sulx!tanee which takes the forms of solid, liquid, and vapor. The
primitive surface will have a triple tangent plane touching it at the
three points which represent the three states which can exist in
contact. Except at these three points, the primitive surface falls
entirely above the tangent plane. That part of the plane which forms
a triangle having its vertices at the three points of contact, is the
derived surface which represents a compound of the three states of the
sulxrt.ance. We may now suppose the plane to roll on the onder aide
of the surface, continuing to touch it in two points without cutting it.
This it may do in three ways, viz: it may commence by turning about
anyone of the sides of the triangle aforesaid. Any pair of pointe
which the plane touches at once represent states which can exist
pennanently in contact. In this way six lines are traced upon the
surface. These lines have in general a common property, that a
tangent plane at any point in them will also touch the surfaee in
another point. We must say in general, for, 88 we shall see hereafter,
this statement does not hold good for the critical point. A tangent
plane at any point of the surface 0'Ut8ide of these lines has the surface
• If we wiIIh to ~ in a aiugle eqaation the - , - aod Rlicint c:orulitloD
01 thermocI)'II&IDic eqailibrium for a aubetaace whfllllllllTOaDded by a medium of coaa..at
tn-are P and temperature '1', this eqaatioo ma1 be written

_te

'(e-7'lr+P1r)=O,
"beD • refen to the nriation produced by Uly variationa in the
of the p&rt. of
tile body, and (whee cWferent parte of the body are in dift'enmt _tea) in t.he proportioD
ill "bfch the body is diYided between the difFereDt atat.eL The cond1tloo of ...h..
~ is ~ the ftlue of the npn.ion in the ~ abaIl be a miDlmlllll.

,
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entirely above it, except the single point of contact. A tangent plane
at any point of the primitive surface within these lines will cut the
surface. These lines, therefore, taken together may be called the
limit of absolute 8tability, and the surface outside of them, the surface
of absolute stability. That part of the envelop of the rolling plane,
which lies between the pair of lines which the plane traces on the
surface, is a part of the derived surface, and represents a mixture of
two states of the substance.
The relations of these lines and surfaces are roughly represented in
horizontal projection* in figure 2, in which the full lines represent lines
on the primitive surface, and the dotted lines those on the derived
surface. S, L, and V are the points which have a common tangent

S"

,
FIg. 2.

plane and represent the states of solid, liquid, and vapor which can
exist in contact. The plane triangle SLV is the derived surface
representing compounds of these states. LL' and VV' are the pair of
lines traced by the rolling double tangent plane, between which lies
the derived surface representing compounds of liquid and vapor.
VV" and S8" are another such pair, between which lies the derived
surface representing compounds of vapor and solid. SS'" and LL'"
are the third pair, between which lies the derived surface representing
a compound of solid and liquid. L"'LL', V'VV" and 8"SS'" are the
boundaries of the surfaces which represent respectively the absolutely
stable states of liquid, vapor, and solid.
The geometrical expression of the results which Dr. Andrews,

* A horizontal projection of the thermodynamio aurfaoe ia identical with the diagrIm
described on pagel 20-28 of this volume, under the name of the volume-entrop1
dlapm.
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Plail. Tf'am., vol. 159, p. 5'1.5, has obtained by his experiments with
carbonic acid is that, in the case of this substance at least, the derived
surface which represents a compound of liquid and vapor is terminated
18 follows: as the tangent plane rolls upon the primitive surface,
the two points of contact approach one another and finally fall
together. The rolling of the double tangent plane necessarily comes
to an end. The point where the two points of contact fall together is
t.he critical point. Before considering farther the geometrical characteristics of this point and their physical significance, it will be convenient
to investigate the nature of the primitive surface which lies between
the lines which form the limit of absolute stability.
Between two points of the primitive surface which have a common
w.ngent plane, as those represented by L' and V' in figure 2, if there
is no gap in the primitive surface, there must evidently be a region
where the surface is concave toward the tangent plane in one of its
principal curvatures at least, and therefore represents states of unstable equilibrium in respect to continuous as well as discontinuous
changes (see pages 42,43).* If we draw a line upon the primitive
surface, dividing it into parts which represent respectively stable and
nnatable equilibrium, in respect to continuous changes, i.e., dividing
the II11rface which is concave upward in both its principal curvatures
from that which is concave downward in one or both, this line, which
may be called the limit of e88ential imtability, must have a form
somewhat like that represented by U'Ovv'88' in figure 2. It touches
the limit of absolute stability at the critical point O. For we may
take a pair of points in LC and VO having a common tangent plane
88 Dear to 0 as we choose, and the line joining them upon the primitive surface made by a plane section perpendicular to the tangent
plane, will pass through an area of instability.
The geometrical properties of the critical point in our surface may
be made more clear by supposing the lines of curvature drawn upon
the surface for one of the principal curvatures, that one, namely,
which has different signs upon different sides of the limit of essential
instability. The lines of curvature which meet this line will in
general cross it. At any point where they do 50, as the sign of their
curvature changes, they evidently cut a plane tangent to the surface,
and therefore the surface itself cuts the tangent plane. But where
ODe of these Jines of curvature touches the limit of essential instability
without croesing it, 80 that its curvature remains always positive
(curvatures being considered positive when the concavity is on the
upper side of the surface), the surface evidently does not cut the

...

.un.

• Tbia it the
ren1t .. that obtaiDed by Profll8llOr J. Thomaon in connection with
&1M Rrface iefurecl to iD the note on page M.
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plane, but has a nnW',,,,,,,,,.
curvature.
the line of that

WJ;L1i~"'"''

third order
point, therefore,
curvature which cbSLnIl,eg
separates positive

From the last paragraphs we may derive the following physical
property of the critical state :-Although this is a limiting state
between those of stability and those of instability in respect to continuous changes, and although such limiting states are in general
unstable in respect to such changes, yet the critical state is stable in
them. A similar
is true in
absolute
i.e., if we
distinction between continuous and
limitdiscontinuous changes,
although the critical
between those
and instability,
the
"L.~'~~_~ of such
is in general
(when we
suppose the substance surrounded by a medium of constant pressure
and temperature), yet the critical point is stable.
From what has been said of the curvature of the primitive surface
at the critical point, it is evident, that if we take a point in this
surface infinitely near to the critical point, and such that the tangent
these two
intersect in a
to
critical point,
infinitesimal of
tangent planes
points. Hence,
of the distance

~~),=O,

(2;), =0,

(;!)p =0,

(~~),=O,

(~~),=O,

(;~)p =0,

and if we imagine the isothermal and isopiestic (line of constant
drawn for the
point upon the
surface,
will have a
second order.
the elasticity
at constant
and
An~"'.n-,,, heat at constant
may be defined

e= -v(~~)" 8=t(~~)p;
therefore at the critical point

e=O,
1

(d
d~) p =0,

four equations

vice verBa.

hold good if

substituted
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We have seen that in the case of such substances as can pass continuously from the state of liquid to that of vapor, unless the primitive surface is abruptly terminated, and that in a line which passes
through the critical point, a part of it must represent states which are
esaentially unstable (i.e., unstable in regard to continuous changes).
and therefore cannot exist permanently unless ic very limited spaces.
It does not necessarily follow that such states cannot be realized at
all. It appears quite probable, that a substance initially in the
critical state may be allowed to expand so rapidly that, the time being
too short for appreciable conduction of heat, it will pass into some of
these states of essential instability. No other result is possible on
the supposition of no transmission of heat, which requires that the
points representing the states of all the parts of the body shall be
confined to the isentropic (adiabatic) line of the critical point upon
the primitive surface. It will be observed that there is no instability
in regard to changes of state thus limited, for this line (the plane
eeetion of the primitive surface perpendicular to the axis of 7/) is concave upward, as is evident from the fact that the primitive surface
lies entirely above the tangent plane for the critical point.
We may suppose waves of compression and expansion to be propagated in a substance initially in the critical state. The velocity of
propagation will depend upon the value of

~)"

i.e.• of -

~)".

Sow for a wave of compression the value of these expressions is
determined by the form of the isentropic on the primitive surface.
H a wave of expansion has the same velocity approximately as one
of compression, it follows that the substance when expanded under
the eireumstances remains in a state represented by the primitive
nrface, which involves the realization of states of essential instability.

The value of

(~;)

in the derived surface is, it will be observed,

" its value in the primitive surface, as the
.totally different from
earv&ture of these surfaces at the critical point is different.
The case is different in regard to the part of the surface between
the limit of absolute stability and the limit of essential instability.
Bere, we have experimental knowledge of some of the states represented. In water, for example, it is well known that liquid states can
be realized beyond the limit of absolute stability,-both beyond the
part of the limit where vaporization usually commences (LL' in figure
2), &nd beyond the part where congelation usually commences (LL"').
That vapor may also exist beyond the limit of absolute stability, i.e.,
that it may exist at a given temperature at pressures greater than
that of equilibrium between the vapor and its liquid meeting in a
plane surface at that temperature, the considerations adduced by Sir

,.

'"
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w. Thomson in his paper .. On the equilibrium of a vapor at the
curved surface of a liquid" (Proc. Roy. Soc. Edtinb., Session 1869-1870,
and Phil. M01J., vol. xlii, p. 448), leave no room for doubt. By experiments like that suggested by Professor J. Thomson in his paper
already referred to, we may be able to carry vapors farther beyond
the limit of absolute stability. * As the resistance to deformation
characteristic of solids evidently tends to prevent a discontinuous
change of state from commencing within them, substances can doubtless exist in solid states very far beyond the limit of absolute stability.
The surface of absolute stability, together with the triangle representing a compound of three states, and the three developable surfa.ees
which have been described representing compounds of two states,
forms a continuous sheet, which is everywhere concave upward
except where it is plane, and has only one value of E for any given
values of 'IJ and 1/. Hence, as t is necessarily positive, it has only one
value of 1/ for any given values of 'IJ and E. If vaporization can take
place at every temperature except 0, p is everywhere positive, and
the surface has only one value of 'IJ for any given values of 1/ and t.
It forms the 8'Urface of dissipated energy. If we consider all the
points representing the volume, entropy, and energy of the body in
every possible state, whether of equilibrium or not, these points will
form a solid figure unbounded in some directions, but bounded in
others by this surface. t
* If we experiment wit.h a Auid whioh does not wet t.he v_I which oontaina it,
we may avoid the neoeeeity of keeping the v_I hot.ter than the vapor, in order to
prevent condell8&t.ion. If a g1a.a bulb wit.h a stem of suffioient.length be p1a.oed vertioally
with t.he open end of the stem in a oup of mercury, the stem containing nothing but
mercury and its vapor, and t.he bulb nothing but the vapor, the height at which the
mercnry reste in the stem, affords a ready and accurate means of determining the
prel8ure of the vapor. If the stem at the top of the column of liquid should be made
hotter than the bulb, condenaation would take place in the latter, if the liquid were one
which would wet the bnlb. But as this is not the case, it appears probable, that if
the experiment were conducted with proper precautions, there would he no condensa·
tion within certain limits in regard to the temperatures. If condenaation should take
place, it would be easily observed, especially if the bulb were bent. over, 10 that the
mercury oondensed could not run back into the stem. So long as cond_tion does
not occur, it will he easy to give any desired (di1ferent) temperatures to the bulb and
the top of the column of mercury in the stem. The temperature of the latter will
determine the preuure of the vapor in the bulb. In this way, it would appear, we
may obtain in t.he bulb vapor of mercury having preasures greater for the tempera·
tures than those of aaturated vapor.
t This description of the lurface of dissipated euergy is intended to apply to a 1Ubstance capable of existiug ... IOlid, liquid, and vapor, and which preaente no anomaliea
in itl thermodynamic properties. Bnt, whatever the form of the primitive Inrfaoe
may be, if we take the parts of it for every point of which the tangent. plane does
not cut the primitive lurface, together with all the plane and developable derived
surfa.cea which oa.n be formed in a manner analogoua to those deacnDed in the preoediq
pages, by fixed and rolling tangent planes which do not out the primitive su:rface,-
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The lines traced upon the primitive surface by the rolling double
tangent plane, which have been called the limit of absolute stability,
do not end at the vertices of the triangle which represents a mixture
of those states. For when the plane is tangent to the primitive surface
in these three points. it can commence to roll upon the surface as
a double tangent plane not only by leaving the surface at one of
theee points, but also by a rotation in the opposite direction. In the
latter case, however, the lines traced upon the primitive surface by
the points of contact, although a continuation of the lines previously
deaeribed, do not form any part of the limit of absolute stability.
And the parts of the envelops of the rolling plane between these lines,
although a continuation of the developable surfaces which have been
deeeribed, and representing states of the body, of which some at least
may be realized, are of minor interest, as they form no part of the
surface of dissipated energy on the one hand, nor have the theoretical
interest of the primitive surface on the other.
Probkms relating to the Swrjace oj Dissipated Energy.
The surface of dissipated energy has an important application to a
eert&in elMS of problems which refer to the results which are theoretically possible with a given body or system of bodies in a given
initial condition.
For example, let it be required to find the greatest amount of
mechanical work which can be obtained from a given quantity of a
eertain substance in a given initial state, without increasing its total
volume or allowing heat to pMS to or from external bodies, except
ncb avfaceI tHeD together will form a continuoaa sheet, which, if we reject the
JIIft, if any. for which 1'<0, fOI"llll the eurfaoe of diaeipated energy and has the leo-

lbeUica1 propertiee mentioned above.
There will, however, be no IUch part in which p<O, if there iI any . .pble
_perature ( at which the substance baa the propertiee of a perfect gas except wheD ita
ToI_ is 1_ than a certaio qU&lltity fl. For the eqaatioDII of &II iaothermalline in the

tbermodJDllmic lDrface of a perfect gas are (_ eqaatioDII (B) &lid (E) on pases 12-13)

.=0

,,=11 logtl+ 0'.
The ilMbermal of ( in the thermodynamic surface of the IUbstance in queetion malt
therefore haye the _ e eqaatioOll in the part in which tI exceeds the conltant fl.
Now if at any point in this sarface p < 0 &lid t > 0 the equation of the tangent plaue for
that point will be

.=",,,+,,,,+0-,

where _ denotes the temperature aud -" the prealUre for the poiot of contact, 10 t.hat
• ud " are both poeitive. Now it iI evidently pceaible to give 10 larle .. value to
• ill the eqaat.iODll of the ieothermal that the point thaa determined shall fall below the
IupDt plane. Therefore, the tangent plane cat. the primitive BDrface, &lid the point
of the thennodJDAlDlc BDrface for which p<O cannot belonl to the IOrt- mentioned
ill dae lu& paragraph .. forming a continu01ll Iheet.
G.L
D
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such as at the close of the processes are left in their initial condition. This has been called the availohle 6mrgy of the body. The
initial state of the body is supposed to be such thBtt the body can
be made to pass from it to states of dissipated energy by reversible
processes.
If the body is in a state represented by any point of the surface of
dissipated energy, of course no work can be obtained from it under
the given conditions. But even if the body is in a state of thermody·
namic equilibrium, and therefore in one represented by a point in the
thermodynamic surface, if this point is not in the surface of dissipated
energy, because the equilibrium of the body is unstable in regard to
discontinuous changes, a certain amount of energy will be available
under the conditions for the production of work. Or, if the body is
solid, even if it is uniform in state throughout, its pressure (or tension)
may have different values in different directions, and in this way it
may have a certain available energy. Or, if different parts of the
body are in different states, this will in general be a source of avail·
able energy. Lastly, we need not exclude the ease in which the body
has sensible motion and its vis viva constitutes available energy. In
any ease, we must find the initial volume, entropy, and energy of the
body, which will be equal to the sums of the initial volumes, entropies,
and energies of its parts. (' Energy' is here used to include the w
viva of sensible motions.) These values of v, '1, and e will determine
the position of a certain point which we will speak of as representing
the initiaJ state.
Now the condition that no heat shall be allowed to pass to external bodies, requires that the final entropy of the body sha.ll not be
less than the initial, for it could only be made less by violating this
condition. The problem, therefore, may be reduced to this,-to find
the amount by which the energy of the body may be diminished
without increasing its volume or diminishing its entropy. This
quantity will be represented geometrically by the distance of the
point representing the initial state from the surface of dissipated
energy measured parallel to the axis of e.
Let us consider a different problem. A certain initial state of the
body is given as before. No work is allowed to be done upon or by
external bodies. Heat is allowed to pass to and from them only on
condition that the algebraic sum of all heat which thus passes sheJl
be O. From both these conditions any bodies may be excepted, which
shall be left at the close of the processes in their initial state. Moreover, it is not allowed to increase the volume of the body. It is
required to find the greatest amount by which it is possible under
these conditions to diminish the entropy of an external system.
This will be, evidently, the amount by which the entropy of the
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body can be inereased without changing the energy of the body
or increasing its volume, which is represented geometrically by the
distance of the point representing the initial state from the surface
of dissipated energy. measured parallel to the axis of 'I. This might
be called the capacity for entropy of the body in the given st.a.te. *
• It may be wonb whOe to call attention to the analogy and the difference between
SbiI problem and the preceding. In the first caee, the questiou is virtually. how great
a weight dOM the IIt&te of the given body enable us to raise a given diataDee, no other
permaDeIlt chanp being produced in external bodies! In the II800nd _ , the question
iI rirtually, what amount of heat does the state of the given body enable UB to
take from an eJ[terD&1 body at a fixed temperature, and impart to another at a higher
tb:ed taDperature! In order that the numerical vaiUel of the available energy and
of the capacity for entropy should be identical with the aDBWerB to these qUeltions, it
W01IJd be D - . r y in the firet caee, if the weight ia me&lured in nnite of force, that
the glftll diataDce, meuured vertically, should be the unit of length, and in the IMlOODd
- . that the difference of the reciprocale of the fixed temperatures should be unity.
U we prefer to take the freezing and boiling pointe &I the fixed temperatures, ..
,h-$=O-ooo98, the capacity for entropy of the body in any given condition
wwld be 0-00098 timel the amount of heat which it would enable DB to raise from the
freezina to the boiliDg point (Le., to take from the body of which the temperature
~ fixed at the freezing point, and impart to another of whioh tbe temperature
remaine fixed at the boiling point).

E

M

D

Q

IJ

Tbe re1atiODll of theBe quantitiel to one another and to the eurface of diletpated
eaergy are illustrated by figure 3, which repreeentl a plane perpendicular to tbe am
of .. and pumnS through the point A, which repreaentl the initial state of the body.
liN ia the eection of the eurfaoe of diaeipated energy. Q. and Q" are eectione of the
pia-. ,,=0 &ad .=0, and therefore parallel to the &%eI of. and II reepecth·ely. AD and
AE are the energy and entropy of the body in ita initial etate, AD and AC Itl available
energy and ia capacity for entropy respectively. It will be ot.erved that when either
\be aYailable energy or the capacity for entropy of the body ia 0, the other baa the urne
YlIlne. Except in thia cue, either quantity may be varied without atreotlDg the other.
For, on &OC01lDt of the carvatnre of the eurfaoe of dieeipated energy, It is evidently
po.ibIe to change the position of the point rep~tlDg the initial etate of the body 10
U to n.ry itA dUtance from the eurface - m parallel to ODe asia without Yaryin,
,bat m~ parallel to the ot.her.
AI the dUFerent _ _ in which the word mtropr baa been 1IMd by dlWerent
trriloln ia liable to ca_ miaunderetudiDg, it may not be out of place to add a
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Thirdly. A certain initial condition of the body is given 88 before.
No work is allowed to be done upon or by external bodies, nor any
heat to pa.ss to or from them j from which conditions bodies may be
excepted, 88 before, in which no permanent changes are produced.
It is required to find the amount by which the volume of the body
can be diminished, using for that purpose, according to the conditions,
only the force derived from the body itself. The conditions require
that the energy of the body shall not be altered nor its entropy
diminished. Hence the quantity sought is represented by the distance
of the point representing the initial state from the surface of dissipated energy, measured parallel to the axis of volume.
Fourthly. An initial condition of the body is given 88 before. Its
volume is not allowed to be increased. No work is allowed to be
done upon or by external bodies, nor any heat to pass to or from
them, except a certain body of given constant temperature t'. From
the latter conditions may be excepted 88 before bodies in which DO
permanent changes are produced. It is required to find the greatest
amount of heat which can be imparted to the body of constant
temperature, and also the greatest amount of heat which can be taken
from it, under the supposed conditions. H through the point of the
few worda on the terminology of this subjeot.

If Profeaaor Claulius had defined

mtrrYpy 10 that ita value .hould be determined by the equation

dO

rJ.8= -If'
inetead of hi. equation (Mer1acmi&che W4rmuAeorie, Abhand. ix. I 14; Pogg. AIItL
July, 1885)
clQ
cl8=p'

where 8 denotel the entropy and T the temperature of a body and clQ the element of
heat imparted to it, that which is here called CGpacity for mtroP1l would uaturally be
ca.lled GtIIlilable mtropg, a term the more convenient on account of ita analogy with the
term GVGilable energy. Such a di1Ference in the definition of mtroP1l would involve DO
difference in the form of the thermodynamic lurface, nor in any of our geometrical
constructionl, if only we IUPpoee the direction in which entropy is measured to be
revened. It would only make it necee&ary to euhetitute -" for" in our equatiOlll,
and to make the corresponding change in the verbal enunciation of propoaitiOllL
Profllll8Or Taft haa proposed to Ule the word entropy .. in the oppoeite lenle to that in
which Claueiul haa employed it" (Thermodynt.QniCl, § 48. See &leo I 178), which
appean to mean that he would determine ita value by the fint of the above equatiODs.
He neverthel_ appears lubsequently to uae the word to denote available energy
(I 182, 2d theorem). Profllll8Or Maxwell UBeI the word entropy aa syDonymoue with
available energy, with the erroneous statement that Clauliue UBeI the word to denote
the part of the energy which is not available (Theory of HetJt, pp. 186 and 188). The
term entropy, however, aa uaed by Claueiue doee not denote a quantity of the lIIII1e
kind (i.e., one which oan be measured by the _me unit) aa energy. aa il evident from
hie equation, cited above, in which Q (heat) denotes a quantity meaeured by the unil
of energy, and aa the unit in which T (temperature) is meaeured is arbitrary, 8 and Q
are evidently meaeured by different unite. It may be added that entropy aa defined
by Clausiue is IYDonymous with the thermodynamio funotioD &I defined by Rankine.
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initial state a straight line be drawn in the plane perpendicular to
the axis of v, so that the tangent of the angle which it makes with
the direction of the axis of 7J shall be equal to the given temperature
r, it may easily be shown that the vertical projections of the two
segments of this line made by the point of the initial state and the
mace of dissipated energy represent the two quantities required. *
These problems may be modified so as to make them approach
more nearly the economical problems which actually present themaelves, if we suppose the body to be surrounded by a medium of
constant pressure and temperature, and let the body and the medium
together take the place of the body in the preceding problems. The
results would be as follows:
If we suppose a plane representing the constant pressure and temperature of the medium to be tangent to the surface of dissipated
eoergy of the body, the distance of the point representing the initial
state of the body from this plane measured parallel to the axis of E
will represent the available energy of the body and medium, the
distance of the point to the plane measured parallel to the axis of 7J
will represent the capacity for entropy of the body and medium, the
distance of the point to the plane measured para.llel to the axis of v
will represent the magnitude of the greatest .Yacm1IP which can be
produced in the body !!! medium (all the power used being derived
from the body and medium); if a line be drawn through the point
in a plane perpendicular to the axis of v, the vertical projection of the
segment of this line made by the point and the tangent plane will
represent the greatest amount of heat which can be given to or taken
from another body at a constant temperature equal to the tangent of
ilie inclination of the line to the horizon. (It represents the greatest
amount which can be given to the body of constant temperature, if
this temperature is greater than that of the medium; in the reverse
eaae, it represents the greatest amount which can be withdrawn from
that body.) In all these cases, the point of contact between the plane
and the surface of dissipated energy represents the final state of the
given body.
If a plane representing the pressure and temperature of the medium
be drawn through the point representing any given initial state of
the body, the part of this plane which falls within the surface of
di!lllipated energy will represent in respect to volume, entropy, and
energy all the states into which the body can be brought by reversible processes, without producing permanent changes in external
bodies (except in the medium), and the solid figure included between
°Tbllll, in figure 3, if the .tmight line MAN be drawn so that tBn NAC=(, MR
will be the greateBt. amount of heat which C&D be given to the body of CODStBnt
!eDperatare and NS will be the greatest amount which C&D be taken from it.
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this plane figure and the surface of dissipated energy will represent
all the states into which the body can be brought by any kind of
processes, without producing permanent changes in external bodies
(except in the medium).*
• The body under diacUlllioD baa been auppoaed throughout thil paper to be homogeneous in aubetaDce. But if we imagine any material system whatever, and suppoee
the poaition of " point to be determined for every poBIible lltate of the syatem, by
making the co·ordinates of the point equal to the total volume, entropy, and energy
of the system, the points thaa determined will evidently form " solid figure boUDded
in certain directiona by the nrface repreaenting the states of dilBipated energy. In
theae states, the temperature iI n808lllllU'ily uniform throughout the system; the
preaure may vary (e.g., in the cue of" very large m&I8 like" planet), but it will always
be pouible to maintain the equilibrium of the aystem (in " state of dilaipated energy)
by " uniform nomlal prMI1Il'9 applied to ita IUrface. Thil pr.aure and the uniform
temperature of the sy_tam will be repreaented by the incliuation of the _urfaoe of
dissipated energy acoording to the rule on page 34. And in regard to lOch problema u
h"ve been dilcnued in the lut five pages, thil _urface will ~, relatively to the
s)'Item which it repreaenta, propertiea entirelJ llimilar to th088 of the IUrface of
dilaipated energy of" homoseneona body.
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